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Reading free Remember me 1 3 christopher pike Copy
alisa has spent the past five thousand years as a vampire living alone and fighting for survival in her loneliness alisa cannot resist bringing
teri a descendant of her human family into her life but alisa is surrounded by death and destruction and just by knowing alisa teri s life is at
risk alisa s guilt grows when she becomes involved in a dangerous conspiracy a top secret group knows alisa s secret and will stop at nothing
to use her powers for their cause as alisa desperately tries to protect herself and teri from the unknown enemy she discovers a force more
powerful and more lethal than anything she has ever seen alisa doesn t know who to trust who to challenge or who she will become new york
times bestselling author christopher pike is an undisputed leader of the teen horror genre with more than 10 million copies of his books in
print and 100 appearances on bestseller lists now the master storyteller does it again with the chilling conclusion to the trilogy which began
with his most popular novel remember me the conclusion to the phenomenally successful thirst series follows five thousand year old vampire
alisa perne as she battles a new race of immortals the telar the telar are a challenging threat but alisa is hungry for blood and thirsty for
revenge drink deep from the first three volumes of the 1 new york times bestselling thirst series in this boxed set from christopher pike alisa
has been a vampire for five thousand years and she s always lived on the fringe of society in order to maintain her secret but everything
changes when she falls in love suddenly there is more at stake than her own existence her humanity is returning and secrets from her past
are coming back to haunt her alisa must quickly reconcile her new and changing identity and figure out who to trust before everything she s
worked for in the past five millennia turns to ash in this boxed set containing thirst no 1 thirst no 2 and thirst no 3 follow alisa s path from
vampire to human to target of a covert organization as she learns what it means to be truly alive for michael olson the last day of school is
not a time to celebrate it s a day to finish an investigation that may cost him his life it s also a final chance for him to let jessica hart know his
feelings for her but the last day will not last long enough quench your thirst with the finale to the 1 new york times bestselling series from
christopher pike sita has lived for centuries she has seen more than most people could ever imagine she has loved and she has lost she has
killed many and she has given life now at last sita s story culminates in an epic and satisfying conclusion to the enormously popular thirst
series from the new york times bestselling author of the midnight club now an original netflix series julia is a young woman with
extraordinary powers she has the ability to heal people with her touch she also knows things that are happening in faraway places when she
looks in water that has sunlight shining on it she comes from a tradition of witches good witches but before julia s mother died she warned
her daughter never to look in water that had moonlight shining on it unfortunately almost by accident julia does what she sees is a vision of
the future a scene in which a young man she doesn t know is shot and dies in her arms only later when julia attends a football game at
school does she meet the young man he is her girlfriend s new boyfriend julia immediately falls for the guy but it is an ill fated love julia
doesn t know if her vision of the future is set or if it can be changed she doesn t know why the gunman in her vision evokes such hatred in
her and why she feels she must destroy him at all costs but by using the supernatural powers at her command and risking her own life plus
the lives of her friends julia will find the answers to all these questions at a terrible cost five thousand year old vampire alisa perne battles a
new race of immortals the telar the telar are a challenging threat but alisa is hungry for blood and thirsty for revenge alisa and ray think they
re the only vampires left until they witness a series of brutal murders the plot contains profanity sexual situations and violence book 2 last
vampire series book 2 of thirst no 1 bind up alisa and joel are vampires joel is an fbi agent someone inside the government has discovered
their secret and wants their blood to study it and duplicate it they begin a massive manhunt but alisa gets away unfortunately joel is caught
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and it s up to alisa to set him free the first volume in the classic paranormal thriller series thirst from bestselling author christopher pike at
five thousand years old the vampire alisa thought she was smart enough to stay out of trouble but when her creator returns to hunt her she
must protect herself by befriending ray the boy who may be her only chance at finding her maker when she begins to fall in love with ray all
of a sudden there is more at stake than her own life drink deep from the first three volumes of the 1 new york times bestselling thirst series
in this boxed set from christopher pike alisa has been a vampire for five thousand years and she s always lived on the fringe of society in
order to maintain her secret but everything changes when she falls in love suddenly there is more at stake than her own existence her
humanity is returning and secrets from her past are coming back to haunt her alisa must quickly reconcile her new and changing identity and
figure out who to trust before everything she s worked for in the past five millennia turns to ash in this boxed set containing thirst no 1 thirst
no 2 and thirst no 3 follow alisa s path from vampire to human to target of a covert organization as she learns what it means to be truly alive
what alisa has desired for five thousand years has finally come true she is once again human but now she is defenseless vulnerable and for
the first time in centuries emotional as she attempts to reconcile her actions as a vampire with her new connection to humanity she begins to
understand the weight of life and death decisions can alisa resolve her past and build a new identity or is she doomed to repeat her fatal
mistakes from the paranormal series that netted more than 500 000 copies after its initial publication in 1994 this stylish repackaged bindup
is ideal for today s vampire savvy teen audience descend into underground danger in this third book in new york times bestselling author
christopher pike s spooksville series now on tv there is a famous cave located just outside of spooksville a lot of stories surround the dark
place scary ones as well as exciting ones adam decides to explore the cave with his friends watch sally and cindy but the moment they go
into the cave the entrance closes behind them they are trapped in the dark they walk deeper into the cave frantically searching for a way out
the batteries in their flashlights begin to run low then they realize something is following them something that has been in the cave for a long
time something big black and hungry they called her a wanderer shari cooper is dead the victim of a murderous attack she is on the other
side in a place of spirits an eternal realm of light and love but she is given a rare offer to return to earth without having to be reborn into the
body of a depressed teenage girl a transfer of souls they call it shari is given a chance to be a wanderer and to do a great service for
humanity it is an offer she gladly accepts then she is back in a human body yet she does not remember being shari cooper at first she recalls
nothing of the afterlife perhaps it is just as well not everybody on earth welcomes wanderers of the few who know of their existence some
want them dead and others the truly evil ones wish them much worse than that shari regains the memories of her previous life and becomes
a best selling young adult author in the body of jean rodriguez seven teenage friends receive letters signed your caretaker who knows they
committed an unthinkable crime in the desolate california desert from the new york times bestselling author of the midnight club now an
original netflix series dusty shame was a high school senior and a serial killer already he has murdered three young women and he has more
planned yet dusty did not want to hurt anybody there was something inside him or perhaps outside him that compelled him to kill sheila
hardolt has lost her best friend to dusty s brutal attacks it will be her task to probe the clues dusty has left at the site of each of his murders
clues that will point her into the past to a time when a large portion of mankind lost all sense of decency there she will find the seed of dusty
s evil compulsion the wicked heart and the reason why it did not die the first time it was destroyed the new york times bestselling author of
bury me deep offers another great hit high school senior marvin is a bestselling author of teen fiction when marvin becomes caught in a web
of mystery more complex and horrifying than any of his books he realizes the tales he s spinning are all too frighteningly true available now
when a student dies at a party held at the start of the high school year a group of students are convinced it was more than a mysterious
suicide and their investigation leads them into danger playing with her little brother by the ocean cindy is stunned when neil is kidnapped by
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a ghost and everyone thinks that he really drowned but a newspaper report about local spook activity compels cindy to get her brother back
now an original netflix series from the author of the wicked heart and the immortal comes a beautiful and haunting novel about a group of
five terminally ill teenagers whose midnight stories become their reality rotterham home was a hospice for young people a place where
teenagers with terminal illnesses went to die nobody who checked in ever checked out it was a place of pain and sorrow but also remarkably
a place of humor and adventure every night at twelve a group of young guys and girls at the hospice came together to tell stories they called
themselves the midnight club and their stories could be true or false inspiring or depressing or somewhere in between one night in the
middle of a particularly scary story the teenagers make a secret pact with each other which says the first one who dies will do whatever he or
she can do to contact us from beyond the grave to give us proof that there is life after death then one of them does die disregarding a
warning that the town of springfield is called spooksville for a good reason newcomer adam accompanies his friends to a secret path at the
graveyard that is said to lead to other more terrifying worlds another hit from the new york times bestselling author of bury me deep mary
carlson had wanted to kill more than the two people she blew away with a shotgun at the party and when her best friend angela asks her why
mary responds because they re no longer human at first angela thinks she s crazy but soon she discovers a horror so unimaginable she
wonders if she should have let mary go on killing after 5 000 years alisa is no longer a vampire but a frail and confused human will the baby
that grows in her be a demon or an angel she didn t understand that she was dead when shari cooper awoke at home after being at her
girlfriend s birthday party her family acted like she wasn t there they didn t hear a thing she said they wouldn t even look at her then the call
came from the hospital her father and brother paled her mother started to cry shari didn t know what was wrong not until she followed them
to the hospital there she found herself lying on a cold slab in the morgue the police said that it was suicide shari knew she had been
murdered making a vow to herself to find her killer shari embarks on the strangest of all criminal investigations one in which she spies on her
friends and even enters their dreams where she comes face to face with a nightmare from beyond the grave the shadow a thing more
horrible than death itself is the key to shari s death and the only thing that can stop her murderer from murdering again she won t let them
forget shari cooper wakes up dead the last thing she can remember is falling from a balcony during her friend s party her death has been
ruled a suicide but shari knows she was murdered all of her closest friends are now suspects as she tries to find her killer from the other side
she discovers her friends may not have been so loyal to her after all now shari is not just out for justice she s out for revenge paperback
contains excerpt from christoper pike s red queen a teenager picks up where her late father left off investigating her peculiar elderly
neighbors in this spooky series opener something strange is happening on goodie lane thirteen year old quinn parker knows that there s
something off about her neighbors she calls them the oldies because they ve lived on goodie lane for as long as anyone can remember but
they never seem to age are they vampires or aliens or getting secret experimental surgeries or is quinn s imagination just running wild again
if her dad were still around he d believe her when he was alive they d come up with all sorts of theories about the oldies now quinn s
determined to keep the investigation going with the help of mike her neighbor and maybe crush they ll have to search for clues and follow
the mystery wherever it leads even if it s to the eerie pond at the end of the street that s said to have its own sinister secrets but the oldies
are on to them and the closer quinn and mike get to uncovering the answers the more they realize just how terrifying the truth may be what
a cool and wild ride this is the perfect book for kids to cool off with on a hot day because the chills come guaranteed stephen king a truly
creepy read perfect for fans of goosebumps and stranger things school library journal reminiscent of r l stine s fear street series this first
book in the fright watch series is spooky and mysterious and it can be counted on to deliver chills to those braving its pages booklist the
antagonists are satisfyingly menacing and quinn s struggles grieving her father s death juggling friendships ground this series opener giving
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it a healthy dose of heart publishers weekly jessie never suspected that witches are real or that she is one in the start of this paranormal
suspense saga from 1 new york times bestselling author christopher pike heading off for a weekend in las vegas with her friends jessie ralle
has only one worry how to make it through the road trip in the same car with her ex jimmy kelter the guy who broke her heart five months
ago when he dumped her for no reason the guy who s finally ready to tell her why he did it because he wants her back but what jessie doesn
t realize is that jimmy is the least of her problems in las vegas she meets russ a mesmerizing stranger who shows her how to gamble and
who never seems to lose curious jessie wants to know his secret and in response alone in his hotel room he teaches her a game that opens a
door to another reality to witch world suddenly jessie discovers that she s stumbled into a world where some people can do the impossible
and others may not even be human are there really witches is she one of them originally published as witch world this classic edge of your
seat thrill ride from 1 bestselling author christopher pike keeps you guessing right until the last page anne mcfarland is dead and her best
friend sharon mckay stands accused even though no body has been found nevertheless the prosecution is almost certain of victory and
sharon must prove that her friend committed suicide and unravel the vengeful scheme of an obsessed teenager alisa s daughter is a monster
and must be killed only when it is too late does alisa discover that kalika has done everything for love now alisa must kill the source of true
evil and rescue the child the source of true goodness returning home one day roxanne and pepper find their small town and surrounding
towns empty finally they find three other teens and realize that all five are each connected through the death of betty sue the plain shy girl
who committed suicide only three months before betty sue had written stories about them stories of hate revenge and death in a dead world
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Thirst No. 3
2010-10-05

alisa has spent the past five thousand years as a vampire living alone and fighting for survival in her loneliness alisa cannot resist bringing
teri a descendant of her human family into her life but alisa is surrounded by death and destruction and just by knowing alisa teri s life is at
risk alisa s guilt grows when she becomes involved in a dangerous conspiracy a top secret group knows alisa s secret and will stop at nothing
to use her powers for their cause as alisa desperately tries to protect herself and teri from the unknown enemy she discovers a force more
powerful and more lethal than anything she has ever seen alisa doesn t know who to trust who to challenge or who she will become

Remember Me 3
1995

new york times bestselling author christopher pike is an undisputed leader of the teen horror genre with more than 10 million copies of his
books in print and 100 appearances on bestseller lists now the master storyteller does it again with the chilling conclusion to the trilogy
which began with his most popular novel remember me

The Last Vampire 3: Red Dice
1995

the conclusion to the phenomenally successful thirst series follows five thousand year old vampire alisa perne as she battles a new race of
immortals the telar the telar are a challenging threat but alisa is hungry for blood and thirsty for revenge

Pike Slipcase (3 in 1).
1993

drink deep from the first three volumes of the 1 new york times bestselling thirst series in this boxed set from christopher pike alisa has been
a vampire for five thousand years and she s always lived on the fringe of society in order to maintain her secret but everything changes when
she falls in love suddenly there is more at stake than her own existence her humanity is returning and secrets from her past are coming back
to haunt her alisa must quickly reconcile her new and changing identity and figure out who to trust before everything she s worked for in the
past five millennia turns to ash in this boxed set containing thirst no 1 thirst no 2 and thirst no 3 follow alisa s path from vampire to human to
target of a covert organization as she learns what it means to be truly alive
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Christopher Pike-3 Vols
1988-11-01

for michael olson the last day of school is not a time to celebrate it s a day to finish an investigation that may cost him his life it s also a final
chance for him to let jessica hart know his feelings for her but the last day will not last long enough

Thirst No. 4
2011-08-09

quench your thirst with the finale to the 1 new york times bestselling series from christopher pike sita has lived for centuries she has seen
more than most people could ever imagine she has loved and she has lost she has killed many and she has given life now at last sita s story
culminates in an epic and satisfying conclusion to the enormously popular thirst series

Thirst
2013-03-05

from the new york times bestselling author of the midnight club now an original netflix series julia is a young woman with extraordinary
powers she has the ability to heal people with her touch she also knows things that are happening in faraway places when she looks in water
that has sunlight shining on it she comes from a tradition of witches good witches but before julia s mother died she warned her daughter
never to look in water that had moonlight shining on it unfortunately almost by accident julia does what she sees is a vision of the future a
scene in which a young man she doesn t know is shot and dies in her arms only later when julia attends a football game at school does she
meet the young man he is her girlfriend s new boyfriend julia immediately falls for the guy but it is an ill fated love julia doesn t know if her
vision of the future is set or if it can be changed she doesn t know why the gunman in her vision evokes such hatred in her and why she feels
she must destroy him at all costs but by using the supernatural powers at her command and risking her own life plus the lives of her friends
julia will find the answers to all these questions at a terrible cost

The Graduation
1998-02

five thousand year old vampire alisa perne battles a new race of immortals the telar the telar are a challenging threat but alisa is hungry for
blood and thirsty for revenge
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Thirst No. 5
2013-03-05

alisa and ray think they re the only vampires left until they witness a series of brutal murders the plot contains profanity sexual situations
and violence book 2 last vampire series book 2 of thirst no 1 bind up

Witch
2022-10-07

alisa and joel are vampires joel is an fbi agent someone inside the government has discovered their secret and wants their blood to study it
and duplicate it they begin a massive manhunt but alisa gets away unfortunately joel is caught and it s up to alisa to set him free

The Shadow of Death
2011

the first volume in the classic paranormal thriller series thirst from bestselling author christopher pike at five thousand years old the vampire
alisa thought she was smart enough to stay out of trouble but when her creator returns to hunt her she must protect herself by befriending
ray the boy who may be her only chance at finding her maker when she begins to fall in love with ray all of a sudden there is more at stake
than her own life

Black Blood
1994

drink deep from the first three volumes of the 1 new york times bestselling thirst series in this boxed set from christopher pike alisa has been
a vampire for five thousand years and she s always lived on the fringe of society in order to maintain her secret but everything changes when
she falls in love suddenly there is more at stake than her own existence her humanity is returning and secrets from her past are coming back
to haunt her alisa must quickly reconcile her new and changing identity and figure out who to trust before everything she s worked for in the
past five millennia turns to ash in this boxed set containing thirst no 1 thirst no 2 and thirst no 3 follow alisa s path from vampire to human to
target of a covert organization as she learns what it means to be truly alive
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Red Dice
1995

what alisa has desired for five thousand years has finally come true she is once again human but now she is defenseless vulnerable and for
the first time in centuries emotional as she attempts to reconcile her actions as a vampire with her new connection to humanity she begins to
understand the weight of life and death decisions can alisa resolve her past and build a new identity or is she doomed to repeat her fatal
mistakes from the paranormal series that netted more than 500 000 copies after its initial publication in 1994 this stylish repackaged bindup
is ideal for today s vampire savvy teen audience

Christopher Pike's Tales of Terror
1996-10

descend into underground danger in this third book in new york times bestselling author christopher pike s spooksville series now on tv there
is a famous cave located just outside of spooksville a lot of stories surround the dark place scary ones as well as exciting ones adam decides
to explore the cave with his friends watch sally and cindy but the moment they go into the cave the entrance closes behind them they are
trapped in the dark they walk deeper into the cave frantically searching for a way out the batteries in their flashlights begin to run low then
they realize something is following them something that has been in the cave for a long time something big black and hungry

The Last Vampire #03
1995

they called her a wanderer shari cooper is dead the victim of a murderous attack she is on the other side in a place of spirits an eternal realm
of light and love but she is given a rare offer to return to earth without having to be reborn into the body of a depressed teenage girl a
transfer of souls they call it shari is given a chance to be a wanderer and to do a great service for humanity it is an offer she gladly accepts
then she is back in a human body yet she does not remember being shari cooper at first she recalls nothing of the afterlife perhaps it is just
as well not everybody on earth welcomes wanderers of the few who know of their existence some want them dead and others the truly evil
ones wish them much worse than that

Thirst No. 1
2012-06-19
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shari regains the memories of her previous life and becomes a best selling young adult author in the body of jean rodriguez

Thirst (Boxed Set)
2013-03-05

seven teenage friends receive letters signed your caretaker who knows they committed an unthinkable crime in the desolate california desert

Thirst No. 2
2012-06-19

from the new york times bestselling author of the midnight club now an original netflix series dusty shame was a high school senior and a
serial killer already he has murdered three young women and he has more planned yet dusty did not want to hurt anybody there was
something inside him or perhaps outside him that compelled him to kill sheila hardolt has lost her best friend to dusty s brutal attacks it will
be her task to probe the clues dusty has left at the site of each of his murders clues that will point her into the past to a time when a large
portion of mankind lost all sense of decency there she will find the seed of dusty s evil compulsion the wicked heart and the reason why it did
not die the first time it was destroyed

The Haunted Cave
2013-10-22

the new york times bestselling author of bury me deep offers another great hit high school senior marvin is a bestselling author of teen
fiction when marvin becomes caught in a web of mystery more complex and horrifying than any of his books he realizes the tales he s
spinning are all too frighteningly true available now

Remember Me 2 (Reissue)
2030-12-31

when a student dies at a party held at the start of the high school year a group of students are convinced it was more than a mysterious
suicide and their investigation leads them into danger
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The Last Story
2002-09

playing with her little brother by the ocean cindy is stunned when neil is kidnapped by a ghost and everyone thinks that he really drowned
but a newspaper report about local spook activity compels cindy to get her brother back

Chain Letter
2013-07-23

now an original netflix series from the author of the wicked heart and the immortal comes a beautiful and haunting novel about a group of
five terminally ill teenagers whose midnight stories become their reality rotterham home was a hospice for young people a place where
teenagers with terminal illnesses went to die nobody who checked in ever checked out it was a place of pain and sorrow but also remarkably
a place of humor and adventure every night at twelve a group of young guys and girls at the hospice came together to tell stories they called
themselves the midnight club and their stories could be true or false inspiring or depressing or somewhere in between one night in the
middle of a particularly scary story the teenagers make a secret pact with each other which says the first one who dies will do whatever he or
she can do to contact us from beyond the grave to give us proof that there is life after death then one of them does die

The Wicked Heart
2022-10-07

disregarding a warning that the town of springfield is called spooksville for a good reason newcomer adam accompanies his friends to a
secret path at the graveyard that is said to lead to other more terrifying worlds

Master of Murder
1992

another hit from the new york times bestselling author of bury me deep mary carlson had wanted to kill more than the two people she blew
away with a shotgun at the party and when her best friend angela asks her why mary responds because they re no longer human at first
angela thinks she s crazy but soon she discovers a horror so unimaginable she wonders if she should have let mary go on killing
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Until the End
2011-08-30

after 5 000 years alisa is no longer a vampire but a frail and confused human will the baby that grows in her be a demon or an angel

The Howling Ghost
2014-08-05

she didn t understand that she was dead when shari cooper awoke at home after being at her girlfriend s birthday party her family acted like
she wasn t there they didn t hear a thing she said they wouldn t even look at her then the call came from the hospital her father and brother
paled her mother started to cry shari didn t know what was wrong not until she followed them to the hospital there she found herself lying on
a cold slab in the morgue the police said that it was suicide shari knew she had been murdered making a vow to herself to find her killer shari
embarks on the strangest of all criminal investigations one in which she spies on her friends and even enters their dreams where she comes
face to face with a nightmare from beyond the grave the shadow a thing more horrible than death itself is the key to shari s death and the
only thing that can stop her murderer from murdering again

The Midnight Club
2022-09-20

she won t let them forget shari cooper wakes up dead the last thing she can remember is falling from a balcony during her friend s party her
death has been ruled a suicide but shari knows she was murdered all of her closest friends are now suspects as she tries to find her killer
from the other side she discovers her friends may not have been so loyal to her after all now shari is not just out for justice she s out for
revenge

The Secret Path
2014-08-05

paperback contains excerpt from christoper pike s red queen
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Monster
1992

a teenager picks up where her late father left off investigating her peculiar elderly neighbors in this spooky series opener something strange
is happening on goodie lane thirteen year old quinn parker knows that there s something off about her neighbors she calls them the oldies
because they ve lived on goodie lane for as long as anyone can remember but they never seem to age are they vampires or aliens or getting
secret experimental surgeries or is quinn s imagination just running wild again if her dad were still around he d believe her when he was alive
they d come up with all sorts of theories about the oldies now quinn s determined to keep the investigation going with the help of mike her
neighbor and maybe crush they ll have to search for clues and follow the mystery wherever it leads even if it s to the eerie pond at the end of
the street that s said to have its own sinister secrets but the oldies are on to them and the closer quinn and mike get to uncovering the
answers the more they realize just how terrifying the truth may be what a cool and wild ride this is the perfect book for kids to cool off with
on a hot day because the chills come guaranteed stephen king a truly creepy read perfect for fans of goosebumps and stranger things school
library journal reminiscent of r l stine s fear street series this first book in the fright watch series is spooky and mysterious and it can be
counted on to deliver chills to those braving its pages booklist the antagonists are satisfyingly menacing and quinn s struggles grieving her
father s death juggling friendships ground this series opener giving it a healthy dose of heart publishers weekly

The Starlight Crystal
1996

jessie never suspected that witches are real or that she is one in the start of this paranormal suspense saga from 1 new york times
bestselling author christopher pike heading off for a weekend in las vegas with her friends jessie ralle has only one worry how to make it
through the road trip in the same car with her ex jimmy kelter the guy who broke her heart five months ago when he dumped her for no
reason the guy who s finally ready to tell her why he did it because he wants her back but what jessie doesn t realize is that jimmy is the
least of her problems in las vegas she meets russ a mesmerizing stranger who shows her how to gamble and who never seems to lose
curious jessie wants to know his secret and in response alone in his hotel room he teaches her a game that opens a door to another reality to
witch world suddenly jessie discovers that she s stumbled into a world where some people can do the impossible and others may not even be
human are there really witches is she one of them originally published as witch world this classic edge of your seat thrill ride from 1
bestselling author christopher pike keeps you guessing right until the last page

Phantom
1996
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anne mcfarland is dead and her best friend sharon mckay stands accused even though no body has been found nevertheless the prosecution
is almost certain of victory and sharon must prove that her friend committed suicide and unravel the vengeful scheme of an obsessed
teenager

Final Friends Trilogy
1993-01

alisa s daughter is a monster and must be killed only when it is too late does alisa discover that kalika has done everything for love now alisa
must kill the source of true evil and rescue the child the source of true goodness

Remember Me
2007-11-27

returning home one day roxanne and pepper find their small town and surrounding towns empty finally they find three other teens and
realize that all five are each connected through the death of betty sue the plain shy girl who committed suicide only three months before
betty sue had written stories about them stories of hate revenge and death in a dead world

Remember Me
2010-07-06

Strange Girl
2015-11-17

The Stitchers
2020-08-18
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Witch World
2012-11-13

Fall Into Darkness
1996-12

Creatures of Forever
1997

Whisper of Death
1991
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